
discover exquisite design and enhanced security

the Platinum Collection

performance 
& 

security

The whole philosophy of the Platinum Collection 

has been built around performance achieved 

through testing. The materials used in the 

construction of the door have been 

individually tested to ensure long term 

performance. The use of the triple seal coupled with 

an effective threshold ensures exceptional weather 

performance.

Security features include a three hook locking 

system, dog bolt hinges, tough polyurethane 

core reinforced with steel mesh all as standard.

Additionally, security has been further enhanced 

by incorporating 6.4 mm laminated glass, door 

security chains and handles using split spindles. 

This comprehensive security package conforms to 

the best security standard at use in the market 

today, as represented by the ‘secure by design’ 

brand. A specially formulated thermoplastic skin 

material developed to promote UV stability, high 

thermal shock and scratch resistance, provides an 

effective barrier for the door.

ISO 9001:2000

As one would expect, such a product has been 

manufactured under the British Standard quality 

assurance system.

Glazing

Sealed glazing units have been manufactured 

to the European Standard of EN1279 using 

toughened glass manufactured to BS6206.

Secure by Design

Being a licence holder for the prestigious ‘Secure 

by Design’ assures the effectiveness of the 

Platinum Collection.

PAS 23 - 1:1999 Part 1

The standard for general requirements for door 

assemblies as set by ‘PAS 23 - 1:1999 Part 1’ .

has been met. Provides weathertightness up to 

gale force nine.

PAS 24 - 1:1999 Part 1

The standard for enhanced security performance 

for door assemblies as set by ‘PAS 24 - 1:1999’ 

has been met.

Laminated timber sub-frame sealed with a 
specially designed thermoplastic edge 
incorporating a steel reinforcement mesh 
embedded in the polyurethane foam core.

Three adjustable ‘dog bolt’ flag hinges which 
effectively secures the door sash to the outer 
frame when in the closed position.

Three point hook lock with latch and choice of 
lever or pad handles incorporating split spindle.

Glazing cassette incorporating 28mm laminated 
glass sealed unit.
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 glazing options
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the Platinum Collection

discover
performance

Building upon a high performance door, the platinum collection has added 

the two distinctive features of enhanced Design and Security as part of 

its standard offering. A superb range of door styles available in three 

subtle tones of white, now incorporate a choice of beautiful ly crafted glass 

bevels or natural externally f itted Georgian bars. When further adorned by 

a range of styl ish quality accessories one can truly appreciate what simple 

yet classic design means. Security, a crit ical aspect of any door choice, has 

been further enhanced, meeting al l  of the security performance standards 

required, when supplying doors under the ‘secure by design’ l icence.
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 glazing options

Jubilee Range

This range of glass incorporates an ornate mix of glass bevels and 
traditional lead work.

 glazing options

accessories

 glazing options

cotswoldflemish minsterstippolyte

bronzesilver white

door chain (silver) spy hole (silver)

 glazing bars

The Amundsen, Cabot and Raleigh doors feauture 
integrated spacer bars within a 28mm laminated glazed 
unit with bonded external glazing bars.
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